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CE Marking
A cost effective and  
comprehensive service
Many products, production tools and equipment to be supplied or 
sold to, or in, the European market require CE Compliance.  
This involves assessments and testing, the resultant ability to CE Mark 
and Certify your product being a requirement of European legislation.

IES offer a pragmatic and cost effective approach to the process 
of getting a product CE Marked. We work for and with our clients, 
offering a comprehensive service that takes them through the 
process of CE compliance testing and evaluation through to  
self-declaration for compliance.

We are able to use our expertise in CE Marking to advise you during 
the product design process. What’s more, we can provide planned 
maintenance programmes to meet current legislation, ensuring 
maintenance is completed at the appropriate level.

LVD Assessment
Our engineers are experienced in helping manufacturers achieve product 
compliance. Whether assessing at a customer’s site or at IES’ facility, we 
establish whether a product demonstrates any non-conformity and, where 
it does, can advise and support a cost effective solution.

EMC Testing
IES can travel to your site and complete EMC testing on equipment  
in situ and work with your team to implement corrective actions where 
necessary. Alternatively, for smaller equipment, testing can be conducted 
at our EMC chamber in Bristol.

Machinery and Risk Assessments
We can complete the necessary assessments on your machine to 
demonstrate conformity to the requirements of the Machinery Directive. 
This can include risk assessments in accordance with EN ISO 12100, 
Directives and Standard assessments and more.
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Benefits of working with IES
The ability to complete on-site CE testing worldwide

Experience of a wide range of European Product Directives to 
ensure the most appropriate and cost- effective procedures

Our own EMC test chamber

EMC, LVD and Machinery Directive compliance

Cost effective remedial solutions

Site survey assessment capability

Large installation survey capability

Other services
Technical file compilation

Technical file audits

Medical Device (Class1) Risk Managements / Assessments

Medical Device (Class 1) Directive and / or Standard  
(e.g. EN 60601 series) Assessments

Electro-magnetic field (EMF) surveys / ICNIRP

To find out more and to see how we can help you achieve  
CE compliance, call +44 (0)1179 380 600 or email info@ies.co.uk 
and we’ll get back to you.
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